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MAT 96 ACTIVITY SHEET, sections 10.1-10.5    Name________________ 

Graph the equations by plotting points: 

1. � = 2� + 3 

 

 

 

 

 

2. 2� + 3� = 6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. � = 3 

 

 

 

 

 

4. � = −5 

 

 

 

 

Find the slope and sketch the line through the 

points: 

5. (0,2) and (−3,0) 

 

 

 

 

 

6. (2,3) and (4, −7) 

 

 

 

 

 

7. (0,2) and (0,5) 

 

 

 

 

8. (0,2) and (5,2) 

 

 

 



Find the equation of the lines through the 

points: 

9. (0,2) and (−3,0) 

 

 

 

 

 

10. (2,3) and (4, −7) 

 

 

 

 

 

11. (0,2) and (0,5) 

 

 

 

 

 

12. (0,2) and (5,2) 

 

 

 

 

Determine whether the lines are parallel, 

perpendicular or neither: 

13. � = −2� − 3 and � − 2� = 5 

 

 

 

 

 

14. � = −2� − 3 and 2� + � = 5 

 

 

 

 

 

15. � = −2� − 3 and 2� − � = 5 

 

 

 

 

 

16. � = −2� − 3 and � + 2� = 5 







Description of the lessons and activities

Lesson 4: addressing learning issues: 

geometry

The example with skiing (from Kim's lesson) helped students
visualizing the slope. In particular, it helped in remembering
which lines have slope 0 (horizontal line with no slope so no
skiing) and which undefined (vertical line, slope is not
defined so skiing has dramatic ending).

TCTS notes: Since the class worked in a very uneven fashion
(some students missed many classes and are behind and
some others work fast and are ahead) I decided to
convert the class into individual learning style. It is possible
only because the tutor is attending most lectures and helps
answering students’ questions.



Description of the lessons and activities

Lesson 8: addressing learning issues: algebra

TCTS notes: Following the final exam samples from
previous semester I realized that students misread the
question about factoring which may ask for the
greatest common factor itself or for factoring it out
from an expression. Activity 8 addresses this issue by
splitting these two questions on the first page. Several
students do not realize that they are working on the
same sequence of examples in problem 1 and in
problem 2.



Description of the lessons and activities

Lesson 8: addressing learning issues: algebra

Factoring "3x" in problems 1d and 2c is usually not an
issue but factoring "3(x+1)" in problems 1f and 2e is a
big step in thinking for many students. Apparently
having a "+" between "x" and "1" confuses the skill.
After factoring multiple expressions with "p+1" in
problem 3 students should be ready for factoring by
grouping but I realized that many students go directly
to problem 4 and try to "guess" the answers usually
misplacing multiplication and addition signs.



Class activity sheet, section 13.1    Name________ 

1. Find the greatest common factor of 

a) 12 and 9 

b) ��� and �� 

c) 12� and 9� 

d) 12� and 9�� 

e) 12��� and 9���� 

f) 12(� + 1) and 9(� + 1)� 

2. Factor out the greatest common factor: 

a) ��� + �� 

b) 12� + 9� 

c) 12� + 9�� 

d) 12��� + 9���� 

e) 12(� + 1) + 9(� + 1)� 

 



3. Find the greatest common factor and factor it out from the expression: 

a) −12� − 3� 

b) ��� − ��� + � 

 

c) −12(� + 1) − 3(� + 1) 

d) −12(� + 1)� − 3(� + 1)� 

e) −12(� + 1)� − 3(� + 1)� 

f) −12(� + 1)��� − 3(� + 1)�� 

 

4. Factor by grouping 

a) � + �� + � + �� 

 

b) 5� + 10� + �� + 2�� 

 

 

c) 3��� + 6�� − 12�� − 24� 



















Assessment

On the end of two of my courses based on hands-on
activities I proctored a short survey asking students
about their experience. Regardless small samples I
could already see divergent responses to the
following question: “Do you have a feeling that you
learned more in a classroom with activity worksheets
than in a traditional classroom? Or the other way
around?” Some students were enthusiastic about this
style of learning, some were neutral saying that they
learned about the same and few students claimed
that they preferred lectures.



Observations

TCTS notes: Students who work fast admitted that
they already forgot previous material. So now I am
preparing review sheets that will summarize past
assignments. Students group up willingly and
spontaneously or entirely refuse to do it. Most of
them come to class, place the worksheet on the
table and join their group in solving problems. But
some students didn't make this habit. They easily
get involved in conversations, check their
messages or get a snack.



Observations and Summary

Hands-on activities offer a powerful tool for
engaging students in class however they carry a
lot of challenges for the teacher in handling
students’ questions individually.

They as well offer lots of observations about
students’ learning habits and issues. In particular,
resubmissions of the activities provided additional
information about students’ attitude related to
correcting own errors or being evaluated.



Observations and Summary

It became clear that students are much more
interested in starting a new hands-on activity
(especially if their colleague just received a shiny
new one) than correcting an old one (often
showing wear and tear). Frequently students felt
resistance towards correcting their errors and
requested another copy of the activity sheet.



Observations and Summary

Students who miss a class or arrive late have a
chance to quickly catch up with the group which
is impossible for lecture-based teaching. Students
who miss few days of classes due to illness have a
clear outline of work and can take the activities to
a tutoring room.



Observations and Summary

I have to admit that hands-on activities without
additional structure were rather exhausting and
eventually led to creating even more diversity
between students, i.e. fast workers became even
faster, slow workers become even slower; sociable
students made even more friends, isolated
students became even more isolated, etc.
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